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App for People Struggling with Social Anxiety

STEM Commercialization Plan

Part 1. Elevator Pitch:

An app made specifically for people with social anxiety will help them talk to and communicate

with other people who have social anxiety. People with social anxiety need a way to expand

their comfort zone so that they can have a safe and healthy social life. This app will provide a

way for people with social anxiety to make friends and cope with their emotions.
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Part 2. Executive Summary:

People with social anxiety get anxious, uncomfortable and/or paranoid in social situations. They

feel like people always talk about them and judge everything they do. Because of this, social

anxiety makes people want to avoid situations and sometimes even avoid what they want to do.

It is an issue because people with social anxiety will push away important tasks that they need

to do because they feel like they are going to be judged. They also need to have a healthy social

life and healthy social environment so that they can have friends, people to talk to and people

to vent to when needed. Support groups are essential to improving mental health because if a

person holds their feelings in, it could do more harm than good. Interviews and research

conducted on students and teachers with social anxiety have shown that talking to people

about their social anxiety really helps and is a stress reliever to not only be able to talk about

their feelings and emotions, but also make a new friend.

Part 3. Problem Summary and Proposed Solution:

People with social anxiety need a way to cope and expand beyond their comfort zone and be

able to have a healthy social life. Research has shown, people with social anxiety have a hard

time making friends and having healthy social lifes. The app would feature a place to see your

friends, a place to see your notifications, your very own profile, a direct message space to

communicate with other people who have social anxiety, a tab for daily challenges, and a place

for the leaderboard for completing challenges. An app for people with social anxiety that is

interactive, engaging, and safe and that helps users expand their comfort zone. Then, the

company can help those with social anxiety have healthy social lives.

Part 4. STEM Concepts and Principles Underlying the Overall Plan:

The proposed solution incorporates the STEM concepts of science and technology. These are

both evident in Computer Technology, and the app’s design. The app is made to help people

with social anxiety. It is supposed to help people with social anxiety come together and talk
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about their own experiences and what makes their social anxiety trigger and or what helps with

it. I want to have little daily reminders that are supposed to boost self esteem. The technology

side is surrounded by app creation and networking creation.

Part 5.  Commercialization Assessment of the Overall Plan

Problem, Pain point, or market opportunity

I know that social anxiety is a problem because of the way it affects people. Social anxiety can

make someone really anxious in the social setting and it makes it hard for them to perform tasks

in public or even make friends. Not being able to perform tasks in public because they feel like

someone is judging them or making fun of them and that can make someone not want to do

the task at all. If someone feels like this in a public setting it's going to be hard for them to

perform in work or school and could affect communicating skills. Not being able to

communicate properly or even having a fear to communicate can limit someone's

opportunities.

Proposed Solution

The proposed solution is an app. The app would help people with social anxiety by connecting

them to new and random people who also have social anxiety. Users don't need to have a

profile with a picture of them or even a real name in case they feel comfortable putting their

picture and name on the app. The app would also have daily reminders every time they open

the app, just little things like “You’re Beautiful :)”, “Big deep breaths. You’re gonna be okay”,

“You’re AWESOME”. Just little things to help and stuff to help boost self confidence and self

love. On the app they could have Group Chats and different types of groups and friends so they

can talk to more than one person at a time. There are also going to be daily challenges and

weekly challenges and what not and have a Leaderboard so like people who complete more of

the challenges move up the leaderboard. The challenges would be small tasks to help with

social anxiety and the challenges would be like “Say Hi to a random person at school.” or “Put

your phone down and relax for 15 mins” just little tasks that can help calm you down and others

that could push you a little.
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Target Customers and Intended Users

The target customers are people with social anxiety or really anyone who is having a hard time

or not feeling like an extrovert. Anyone who wants to use the app is more than welcome too.

Competitors

The competitors are every social media platform, such as Snapchat, Twitter, Tik Tok, Instagram,

Facebook, Reddit, Discord, Messenger…. The list goes on and on and it's no easy place to start.

But the app is different then all of those because the sole purpose of the app is to help people

with social anxiety and help boost one's self esteem and self love. Other social media apps are

used for things like News, information, entertainment, or just contacting people or posting

pictures and videos. The app is here to help people and try to help someone not get as anxious

or help people make friends and having supporting groups and daily challenges.

Customer value proposition & competitive advantage

People may want the app because people want friends, people need friends and no one should

have to go through life alone; the Human species are social mammals. Humans depend on each

other and that is how it has been since the beginning. We need each other to survive and

thrive. People would want the app because it could help. It could help you make friends.

Principal Revenue Streams Expected

I wasn't doing this to make money. I want to make this app because I want everyone to have

friends. I want everyone to have a shoulder they can put their head on. I feel like people

shouldnt have to pay to get help. I want for my app to be 100% free with no in-app purchases

either because it's a space for people to talk and bond and make friends not a place for people

who use their parents credit card for everything and then they try to flex on the people who

can't waste money on the app. I want my app to be somewhat competitive because of the

leaderboard and challenges and they could get small rewards and stuff but I don't want to have
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in app purchases because I feel like some would try to put others down because they maybe

can't afford it and they can't afford to spend money on that.

Principal startup and operating costs expected to be incurred

According to Google's advertising statistics of major social media brands, “In order to be able to

submit apps to the App Store, you need to be enrolled in the Apple Developer Program. It costs

$99/year but it will give you access to a bunch of different benefits including: Access to submit

apps to the App Stores on all Apple platforms.`` In addition, they go on to say, “Typically

companies on average pay $0.50 to $1 per click. In highly competitive industries, for example,

apparel, you'll pay more. The cost of Instagram ads may go up to $3.00 per click.” meaning that

you get charged for the ad everytime someone clicks on it. If no one clicks on it then you save

more money:)

Part 6. Science and Technology Proof of Concept:

Review and assessment of scientific literature:

A review of scientific literature revealed several articles describing how people struggling with

social anxiety feel in social situations. According to the Mayo Clinic, “It's normal to feel nervous

in some social situations. For example, going on a date or giving a presentation may cause that

feeling of butterflies in your stomach. But in social anxiety disorder, also called social phobia,

everyday interactions cause significant anxiety, self-consciousness and embarrassment because

you fear being scrutinized or judged negatively by others.” These feelings can cause a lot of

stress and lead to a very unhealthy social life. A majority of the people  interviewed all said that

venting and talking to people about their social anxiety really helps them and makes them feel

more comfortable and more secure.

Discussion of findings:

Through research conducted before picking an app as my solution, I interviewed students,

teachers, and read articles. In the interviews, people said that venting about their social anxiety

helps, that talking to people who also have social anxiety helps, and that being reminded that
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they are going to be okay also helps. This information is from My Analytical Annotated

Bibliography. An article from “Very Well Mind” says that opening up to others and talking to

them about your social anxiety can help because it would help them understand what you're

going through and how you're feeling and then they could adjust what they're doing to make

you more comfortable and feel safer and less anxious . An article from ADAA said that you

should maintain a positive attitude about the situation when you get anxious and that you

should accept you can't control everything and you have to take the situation into perspective

and think about if it is really as bad as it seems. They also said that you should try to learn what

triggers your anxiety and why. You should also write down in a journal about your day and if

anything made you feel anxious and you should try to write and explain why you think it made

you feel that way. The final article I read was from the Mayo Clinic and explained some of the

physical and mental symptoms that people with social anxiety may feel. They are scared to be

judged in a negative way, worried about embarrassing or humiliating themselves, intense fear of

interacting with new people or strangers, fear that other people will notice they are feeling

anxious, avoiding to speak to people because they feel like they could get embarrassed doing it,

and they also judge themselves very roughly putting themselves down. Physical symptoms

would be blushing, sweating, fast heart rate, trembling, upset stomach or nausea, having a hard

time catching their breath, feeling that they're mind has gone blank, and muscle tension.

Testable hypothesis:

People with social anxiety need a way to expand their comfort zone so that they can have a safe

and healthy social life. Researching my problem led to creating a testable hypothesis.

If an app is created that is engaging, interactive and safe, if then those with social anxiety will

improve their mental state and move beyond their comfort zone, because mental health

resources, paired with a caring community of individuals, will be made readily available for each

person with social anxiety.
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Inquiry or design based discussion:

The design of my app would be based off of the app YUBO. My app would have a Greeting page

and on the greeting it would have little daily reminders about how they're beautiful and perfect

in their own way and have little tips and tricks to calm down their anxiety. Then it would have

the Messages Tab and that would show the chats and group chats that you have or participate

in and it would have your message request. Next would be your friends list and that shows all of

your friends and friend requests. After the Friends tab would be the Social Tab and that is where

you would go if you want to find new friends or new group chats to join and talk about your

social anxiety. Next tab is going to be the Profile Tab and that is where you're going to find your

profile and bio and your profile picture and shows the number of friends you have and your

level. After the Profile Tab is the Challenges Tab and that's where the social anxiety challenges

are little tasks and things to do that I found on the sources i have cited in Part 8. There is also a

leaderboard on the Challenges Tab to show how many challenges you've completed and how

many other people have completed to give the sense of competition. Last and maybe least is

the Notifications Tab that's basically the quick breakdown and it shows all the people who have

messaged you or requested to follow you or who have accepted your friend request since the

last time you were on the app.

Wireframing:

Figure 1
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